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Abstract
Objective. Periodic respiratorymotion and inter-fraction variations are sources of geometric
uncertainty in stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) of pulmonary lesions. This study extensively
evaluates and validates the separate and combined dosimetric effect of both factors using 4D-CT and
daily 4D-cone beamCT (CBCT) dose accumulation scenarios.Approach. Afirst cohort of twenty early
stage ormetastatic disease lung cancer patients were retrospectively selected to evaluate each scenario.
The planned-dose (3DRef)was optimized on a 3Dmid-positionCT. To estimate the dosimetric impact
of respiratorymotion (4DRef), inter-fractional variations (3DAcc) and the combined effect of both
factors (4DAcc), three dose accumulation scenarios based on 4D-CT, dailymid-cone beamCT (CBCT)
position and 4D-CBCTwere implemented via CT-CT/CT-CBCTdeformable image registration
(DIR) techniques. Each scenariowas compared to 3DRef. A separate cohort of ten lung SBRTpatients
was selected to validateDIR techniques. The distance discordancemetric (DDM)was implemented
per voxel and per patient for tumor and organs at risk (OARs), and the dosimetric impact for CT-
CBCTDIR geometric errors was calculated.Main results.Median and interquartile range (IQR) of the
dose difference per voxel were 0.05/2.69 Gy and−0.12/2.68 Gy for 3D 3DAcc Ref- and
4D 3D .Acc Ref- For 4D 3DRef Ref- the IQRwas considerably smaller−0.15/0.78 Gy. Thesefindings
were confirmed by dose volume histogramparameters calculated in tumor andOARs. For CT-CT/
CT-CBCTDIR validation, DDM (95th percentile)was highest for heart (6.26mm)/spinal cord
(8.00mm), and below 3mm for tumor and the rest ofOARs. The dosimetric impact of CT-CBCTDIR
errors was below 2Gy for tumor andOARs. Significance. The dosimetric impact of inter-fraction
variations were shown to dominate those of periodic respiration in SBRT for pulmonary lesions.
Therefore, treatment evaluation and dose-effect studies would benefitmore fromdose accumulation
focusing on day-to-day changes then those that focus on respiratorymotion.

1. Introduction

Stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) of pulmonary lesions has been shown to safely and accurately deliver
a high dose to the tumor in a few fractions while limiting dose levels to healthy tissue (Yang and
Timmerman 2018). Nevertheless, geometrical uncertainties associatedwith lung SBRT such as periodic
respiratorymotion, inter-fractionmotion (day-to-day anatomical variations such as baseline shifts) and intra-
fractionmotion (tumor/organs drift during treatment delivery) influence the accuracy of imaging, treatment
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planning and treatment delivery (Sonke andBelderbos 2010, Schwarz et al 2017, Yang andTimmerman 2018).
In this context, safetymargins are applied around the target to account for those uncertainties (VanHerk 2004).
Then,minimization of geometrical uncertainties and associated safetymargins reduce toxicity (Sonke and
Belderbos 2010, Schwarz et al 2017, Yang andTimmerman 2018) and/or allow dose escalation.

Tominimize the impact of inter-fractionmotion in themargins, daily image-guided radiotherapy (IGRT)
systems like cone beam computed tomography (CBCT) arewidely used in clinical practice since they allow to
align the daily tumor positionwith the planned position (Jaffray et al 2002, Sonke et al 2005).Motion
management techniques such as abdominal compression (Schwarz et al 2017, Yang andTimmerman 2018),
breath-hold (Sonke andBelderbos 2010, Schwarz et al 2017, Yang andTimmerman 2018), gating or tumor
tracking (VanHerk 2007, Sonke andBelderbos 2010, Ehrbar et al 2017, Schwarz et al 2017, Yang and
Timmerman 2018, Keall et al 2021)may additionally be implemented tominimize breathing related
misalignments. To reduce intra-fraction uncertainties, short treatment times, the acquisition of intra-arc
CBCTs (Rossi et al 2016) and tumor trailing (Sonke andBelderbos 2010, Keall et al 2021) can be considered. In
short,margin reduction can be achieved by further reducing uncertainties at the cost of added complexity,
patient comfort, extramachinery, staff and training. Even so, therewill always be residual uncertainties that
requiremargins. Intra-fractionmotion is the geometric uncertainty with the least geometric contribution to the
construction of the safetymargin (Sonke andBelderbos 2010, Rossi et al 2016), whereas periodic respiratory
motion and inter-fraction variations have a larger contribution (Sonke andBelderbos 2010).

Geometric uncertainties associatedwith lung SBRT arewell studied and there are different approaches to
include them in the safetymargins (Sonke andBelderbos 2010, Schwarz et al 2017, Yang andTimmerman 2018).
Further studies regarding the dosimetric consequences of these geometric uncertainties, however, are necessary
as they are less known (Brown et al 2021). Recently, Karlsson et al (2021) estimated the delivered dose to the
target by simulating inter-fraction and breathingmotion in SBRT and observed that breathingmotion had a
minor dosimetric impact compared to inter-fractionmotion. This conclusion is widely accepted in clinical
practice but is insufficiently evidenced (Brown et al 2021). However, as Karlsson et al (2021) pointed out,more
accuratemethodologies to evidence this are required for lung tumors, since a limitation in their studywas the
dose-shift invariance approximation they used to estimate the delivered dose: the static treatment planning dose
matrix was shifted according to the simulations of setup,matching and breathing errors. For lung tumors, the
dose-shift invariance assumption is a limitation, due to density changes and anatomical deformations.
Moreover, such approach is limited to the dosimetric evaluation of the target and cannot analyze delivered dose
to the surrounding normal tissue. In fact, the development of robust and validatedmethodologies to evaluate the
treatment against respiratorymotion and day-to-day anatomical variations remains a challenge (Giacometti et al
2018, 2020, Brown, et al 2021, Karlsson et al 2021)

The effect of periodic respiration and inter-fractionmotion in the dose calculation process have been studied
separately inmore detail: recalculation of the dose at different 4D-CTphases and accumulation by using
deformable image registration (DIR) has been validated to include respiration (Admiraal et al 2008,Mexner et al
2009, Valdes et al 2017, Azcona et al 2019), as well as strategies based on daily dose calculation in daily imaging
(by the creation of virtual CT (vCT) (Giacometti et al 2018), Cole et al 2018, Yuan et al 2020, Szeto et al 2016) and
mapping the daily dose for accumulation (Veiga et al 2015, Szeto et al 2016,Wang et al 2020) (by usingDIR) for
including inter-fractionmotion.However, the lack of an objectivemetric to assess theDIR quality inCBCT
images and consequently its impact over the dosewarped is still a problem to be solved (Qin et al 2018,
Giacometti et al 2020). Furthermore, the combined dosimetric effect of daily periodic respiration and inter-
fractionmotion in lung SBRThas not yet been investigated (Karlsson et al 2021).

The purpose of this studywas to estimate the dosimetric impact of two sources of uncertainty in lung SBRT:
daily periodic respiratorymotion and inter-fraction anatomical variations.We evaluated these sources of
uncertainty separately and combined, in three scenarios. Dose calculations were performed in 4D-CT and 4D-
CBCT scans andDIRwas used tomap dose to the planned situation. To account for residual uncertainties, we
evaluated the dosimetric results in scenario-specific evaluation target volumes (ETVs) (Azcona et al 2019). DIR
accuracywas quantifiedwith theDistanceDiscordanceMetric (DDM) (Saleh et al 2014, Juan-Cruz et al 2021)
and a novel 4Dmethodwas developed to put the dosimetric impact ofDIR inaccuracies in perspective to effects
frombreathingmotion and anatomical changes.

2.Material andmethods

2.1. Patient selection
Twenty patients with lung lesions treatedwith SBRT in three fractions (3× 18 Gy or 3× 15 Gy)were
retrospectively selected for this study following IRB approval. Intentionally, we selected patients with large
breathing amplitudes (�1 cm in at least one dimension) to observe the impact of respiration. A 4D-CT scan for
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treatment planning and a daily 4D-CBCT scan immediately prior to treatment were available for each patient.
Clinical characteristics are shown in table 1.

2.2. Treatment and image guidance procedure
A free-breathing 4D-CT scan (24-slice Somatom SensationOpen, Siemens, Forchheim, Germany)was acquired
for all patients, with a resolution of 0.98× 0.98× 3mm3. For 4D-CT,we use time sorting: The respiratory
signal was registered using a thermocouple (Wolthaus et al 2008) and divided into ten bins of equal duration,
giving raise to ten time-sorted datasets. Amid-position 3D-CT (Wolthaus et al 2008), derived from the 4D-CT,
served as planningCT (pCT) for delineation of theGross TumorVolume (GTV) and organs at risk (OARs) and
for plan optimization. The expansion fromGTV to the Planning Target Volume (PTV)was obtained using the
vanHerkmargin recipe (VanHerk et al 2000) combinedwith the breathing amplitude from the 4D-CT (Sonke
et al 2009). The PTV accounts for periodic respiratorymotion, intra-fraction drifts during the treatment
delivery, delineation uncertainty and residual inter-fractionmotion (further details aboutmargins construction
are explained in section 2.5). Treatment plan optimizationwas performed in Pinnacle (version 9.2; Philips
RadiationOncology Systems,Milpitas, CA), using the adaptive convolve as the dose calculation algorithmwith a
2× 2× 2mm3of dose grid. In all plans, at least 95%of the PTV received the prescribed dosewith a PTV
maximumdose constraint of 165%of the prescribed dose. All patients were treatedwith a dual arcVolumetric
ModulatedArc Therapy (VMAT) technique on a linacwith an integratedCBCT scanner (Elekta Synergy 4.6;
ElektaOncology Systems Ltd, Crawley, UK), augmentedwith in-house developed software.

Patients were initially set up to the pCT reference position using tattoos and the room lasers. The image
guidance procedure implemented (Rossi et al 2016) consisted of twoCBCT scans acquired in each fraction: after
an initial patient setup, a 4D-CBCT scan for tumor alignment was acquired: the bony anatomywas rigidly
registered to the pCTbased on a rectangular region of interest around the vertebrae. Then, a local tumor rigid
registration to the pCT (translations only)was carried on a shaped region of interest (ROI; GTV+ 0.5 cm
margin) defined on the pCT. Each bin of the 4D-CBCTwas rigidly registeredwith this ROI, leading to the tumor
trajectory relative to the pCT. The time-averaged tumor displacement was calculated to quantify tumor baseline
shifts, whichwere used for setup corrections. A 2nd 4D-CBCT scan (CBCTpostcorr)was obtained for validation of
the tumor alignment. For the 4D-CBCT acquisition, the respiratory signal was extracted from the series of

Table 1.Patient characteristics in lung SBRT.
Abbreviations: SD= standard deviation.

Patient characteristics in lung SBRT

Gender,n (%)

Male 16 (80)
Female 4 (20)
Age

Mean (SD) 71 (13)
Tumor volume (c.c.)

Mean (SD) 44 (27.39)
Tumor stage, n (%)

T1 10 (50)
T2 5 (25)
Metastasis 5 (25)
Tumor location, n (%)

Left lower lobe 8 (40)
Right lower lobe 7 (35)
Rightmiddle lobe 3 (15)
Right upper lobe 2 (10)
Peak-to-peak amplitude (cm),mean (SD)

Left-right 0.17 (0.13)
Cranio-caudal 1.64 (0.60)
Antero-posterior 0.4 (0.15)
Mean vector length 1.7 (0.61)
Safetymargins (cm),mean (SD)

Left-right 0.8 (0)
Cranio-caudal 1.05 (0.15)
Antero-posterior 0.9 (0)
Dose prescription (fractions×Gy),n (%)

3× 18 17 (85)
3× 15 3 (15)
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projection data of the CBCT acquisition (Sonke et al 2005). The reconstructionwas into ten bins using phase
sorting. Then, eachCBCTbinwill not present exactly the equal time. The voxel size was 2× 2× 2mm3.Note
that only theCBCTpostcorr was used for dose calculation and accumulation, as explained below (section 2.4).

2.3.Deformable image registration
Deformable Image Registration (DIR) is an image processing technique that establishes a spatial relation
between voxels with the same anatomical point in different sets of images (Brock et al 2017). The relation is
typically describedwithDeformationVector Fields (DVFs). A featured-constrained and intensity-based
registration algorithm included inADMIRE (Han 2010) (v2.0, Elekta AB, Stockholm, Sweden)was used to
performCT-CT andCT-CBCT registrations and generateDVFs tomapHounsfieldUnits (HUs) and/or dose
distributions.

For CT-to-CTDIR, each 4D-CTbinwas deformed to the pCT. TheDVFwas denoted as T ,j where j
represents the corresponding respiratory bin. Through these T ,j the dose distributions calculated on each bin j
weremapped to the pCTusing trilinear interpolation (Chetty andRosu-Bubulac 2019). ThisDIR approach has
been validated using theDDMconcept (Saleh et al 2014) (see section 2.6), which has shown to be a reliable
predictor ofDIR precision (Juan-Cruz et al 2021).

In the second situationwemappedCT-to-CBCT. In this case, we used theDVF for bothHUpropagation to
theCBCT and dosemapping back to the pCT. To this end, the pCTwas deformed to each daily 4D-CBCTbin.
TheDVFwas denoted as R ,ij where i is the daily fraction and j refers to each bin of the 4D-CBCT. Rij was used to
map theHUs frompCT to each daily 4D-CBCT to create virtual CTs (vCTs) (Giacometti et al 2018, 2020) for
dose calculation. In this process, the tissue density was assumed constant (validation of vCT creation is provided
in supplementarymaterial - section 1). Due to the limitedCBCTfield of view (Giacometti et al 2018, 2020), each
4D-CBCTbinwas patched (after a rigid registration)with the corresponding 4D-CTbin beforeDIR. For dose
mapping, the inverse of Rij was determined tomap the dose onto the pCTby using trilinear interpolation
(Chetty andRosu-Bubulac 2019). The geometric validation of these Rij was quantified by calculating theDDM,
whichwas used to perform aworkflow to determine its dosimetric impact (see section 2.6).

2.4.Dosimetric impact of daily respiration and anatomical variations
Three scenarios were evaluated to quantify the separate and combined effect of respiratorymotion and daily
anatomical variations on the dose distribution: (1) respiratorymotion alone, (2) daily anatomical variation
alone, (3) respiratorymotion and daily anatomical variation (see figure 1). The three scenarios were compared to
the planned dose distribution on the 3DMidPCT scan (pCT), represented as 3DRef (figure 1(A)). Identical dose
calculation algorithm and parameters used in the treatment plan optimizationwere used in each scenario.

2.4.1. Effect of baseline respiratorymotion
The 4D-CT consists of ten bins over the respiratory cycle and represents the geometrical variations due to
respiratorymotion. Following a validatedmethod of other groups (Admiraal et al 2008,Mexner et al 2009,
Valdes et al 2017, Azcona et al 2019) to quantify the effect of respiratorymotion (figure 1(B)), the dosewas
recalculated on these ten bins, subsequently transferred to pCTbyTj andfinally accumulated (4DRef). Since the
4D-CT acquisitionwas divided in bins of equal duration, each transferred dosewasweighted by 1/10.

2.4.2. Effect of daily anatomical variations
Daily 4D-CBCT (CBCTpostcorr) scanswere acquired just prior to treatment to capture day-to-day anatomical
variations (e.g. posture changes, baseline shifts or anatomy configuration) and variations in respiratorymotion.
To evaluate only the effect of daily anatomy variations, a daily virtual CTwas generated in themid-position
(CBCTMidP) (figure 1(C)). For this purpose, theweighted average of all DVFs R ,i1 Ri2 K Ri10 was calculated in
each fraction i, resulting in M .Ri Weightingwas applied to account for the difference in time spent in each bin of
the 4D-CBCT. ThesemeanDVFswere used to transfer theHUs frompCT to dailymid-position to create a vCT
(denoted asCBCTMidP) in each fraction. Then, the daily fraction dosewas recalculated on eachCBCTMidP,
deformed back to the pCTusing the inverse vectors MR

1
i

- and summed to obtain the total accumulated dose
(3DAcc). Bothmethods, creation of a vCT for daily dose calculation (Szeto et al 2016, Cole et al 2018, Giacometti
et al 2018, Yuan et al 2020) andmapping the daily dose for accumulation (Veiga et al 2015, Szeto et al 2016,
Wang, et al 2020), have been previously validated.

2.4.3. Effect of daily anatomical variations including daily respiration
Daily 4D-CBCT scans acquired just prior to treatment (CBCTpostcorr)were used to evaluate the combined effect
of daily respiratorymotion alongwith daily anatomical variations (figure 1(D)). First, theHUs of the pCTwere
transferred to each bin from the daily 4D-CBCTby Rij resulting in vCTswith theCBCT anatomy in each bin for
each fraction. Then, the dosewas recalculated on each vCT,mapped back to the pCT (weighted by a factor of kij
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to account for the difference in time spend in each bin) by Rij
1- and accumulated (4DAcc). 4DAcc represents the

dosimetric impact of daily anatomical variations and respiratorymotion during the course of the treatment.

2.5.Dose comparison,margins anddose evaluation
2.5.1. Dose comparison
Dose comparisons were done based on total doses. In thismanner, the dose differences between 4DRef, 3DAcc,
and 4DAcc with 3DRef were calculated per voxel in amask that includes voxels�25%ofmaximumdose in 3DRef

within theCBCTfield of view, as well as 4DAcc with 3DAcc (in this case, themask includes voxels�25%of
maximumdose in 3DAcc).

2.5.2.Margins
To optimize and evaluate the plan (3DRef situation), the PTVmargins were calculated for VMAT-based delivery
by using themargin vanHerk recipe (VanHerk et al 2000) including patient specific respiratorymotion (Sonke
et al 2009). However, to evaluate target coverage in the accumulated doses 4DRef, 3DAcc, and 4DAcc, the use of the

A B

C

D

Figure 1.Methodologies implemented to quantify the effect of respiration (panel B), daily anatomical variations (panel C) and both
effects combined (panel D) over the treatment planning dose (panel A). Panel D shows the 4D-CBCTpatched (after a rigid
registration)with the corresponding 4D-CTbefore the creation of virtual CT (vCT). The red line identifies theCBCTfield of view
(FOV) and green/purple represent anatomical differences between 4D-CT and 4D-CBCTbins.
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PTV is not appropriate because it includes periodic respiratory and inter-fractionmotionwhichwere already
incorporated in the dose accumulation process. Therefore, the Evaluation Target Volume (ETV) (Azcona et al
2019,Huesa-Berral et al 2021)was used instead. The ETV is expanded from theGTV (=CTV) and accounts for:
(1)DIR geometric uncertainty, (2) the interobserver GTVdelineation uncertainty and (3) the intra-fraction
motion during treatment delivery. The ETVmarginwas calculated using the nonlinear vanHerkmargin recipe
(VanHerk et al 2000, Sonke et al 2009) as follows:

( ) ( )M 2.5 0.84 . 1p pETV
2 2s s s= S + + -

WithS and s represent the total systematic and randomerrors, respectively. Theywere calculated as

TD
2

Loc
2

IFM
2S = S + S + S and ,Resp

2
Loc
2

IFM
2s s s s= + + where the subscript refers to: target delineation

(TD), localization accuracy—residual tumormisalignment following IGRT corrections— (Loc), intra-fraction
motion during treatment delivery (IFM) and respiration (Resp). Based on this equation, ETVmarginswere
calculated for the prescription isodose line, which is often approximately 80% in lung SBRT (Sonke et al 2009),
with awidth of a single penumbra of 6.4ps = mm.Nonetheless, the geometric components such as respiration
( Resps ) and location accuracy ( ,Loc LocsS ) are or not included in equation (1) depending on the scenario
evaluated. Table 2 shows a summary of each ETV applied per scenario.

For 4DRef scenario, DIR errors were calculated based onCT-CTDIR validation and for 3DAcc and 4DAcc

scenarios, DIR errors were obtained fromCT-CBCTDIR validation (see section 2.6.2., equation (3)). Herewe
assume thatDIR uncertainty can be described by a normal distribution (0,σDIR) (Brock et al 2017).

Quantitative values for the various residual geometric uncertainty components for both PTV and ETV
marginswere obtained fromSonke et al (2009) and are provided in table 3.

2.5.3. Dose evaluation
Dose volume histogram (DVH) parameters were calculated to evaluate tumor coverage andOARs dosage: For
PTV and ETVs,D95 andD1 were assessed to evaluate dose prescription consistency. For comparisonwith
literature, theminimumandmaximumdose to 99%and 1%of the volume (D99 andD1)were calculated for the
GTV.OARswere evaluated on themaximumdose (Dmax) for ribs, spinal cord, heart and esophagus, themean
dose (Dmean) for lung, heart and esophagus and the dose delivered to 5%, 10%and 20%of the volume (V5,V10,
V20) for lung. All these dosimetric indicators were calculated over the four dose distributions obtained: 3DRef.,
4DRef, 3DAcc, and 4DAcc, and the differences with respect to 3DRef were evaluated, as well as differences between
4DAcc, and 3DAcc.

2.6. Validation of deformable image registration
TwodifferentDIR techniques were used for dosemapping: CT-CTDIR for the 4DRef scenario andCT-CBCT
DIR for the 3DAcc and 4DAcc scenarios. As a result, two sets ofDVFs (one perDIR technique)were generated to
map dose into the pCT. The accuracy of theDVFswas validated for bothDIR techniques in this section.

Table 2. Summary of ETVs construction per scenario. TD: target delineation
uncertainty; Loc: localization accuracy; IFM: intra-fractionmotion; Resp:
periodic respiratorymotion.

Scenario Systematic errors (S) Random errors (s)

4DRef TD
2

Loc
2

IFM
2S + S + S ( )DIR

CT CT 2
Loc
2

IFM
2s s s+ +-

3DAcc TD
2

IFM
2S + S ( )DIR

CT CBCT 2
Resp
2

IFM
2s s s+ +-

4DAcc TD
2

IFM
2S + S ( )DIR

CT CBCT 2
IFM
2s s+-

Table 3. Summary of residual geometric uncertainty components for PlannedTarget Volume (PTV) andEvaluation Target Volume (ETV)
margins construction. LR: left-right direction; CC: cranio-caudal direction; AP: antero-posterior direction; A: breathing amplitude.

Residual geometric uncertainty components LR (cm) CC (cm) AP (cm)

Systematic target delineation error: TDS 0.2 0.2 0.2

Systematic localization accuracy error: LocS 0.08 0.08 0.09

Systematic intra-fractionmotion error: IFMS 0.06 0.06 0.09

Random localization accuracy error: Locs 0.11 0.11 0.14

Random intra-fraction error: IFMs 0.13 0.15 0.18

Random respiratorymotion error: Resps 0.36 ·ALR 0.36 ·ACC 0.36 ·AAP

Randomerror for CT-to-CTDIR: DIR
CT CTs - 0.09 0.18 0.10

Randomerror for CT-to-CBCTDIR: DIR
CT CBCTs - 0.10 0.26 0.17
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2.6.1. Patient selection
An independent cohort of ten patients with lung lesions treatedwith SBRT in three fractionswith large 3D
tumormotionwere selected to validate theCT-CT andCT-CBCTDIR. Between the three fractions, the onewith
the highest 3D tumor baseline shift was selected and the 4D-CBCT just prior to treatment was available. For all
patients, a 3DMidP planningCT (Wolthaus et al 2008), as well as a breath-hold scan at exhale, acquired for
planning, was available. This cohort was intentionally selected to represent the challenging cases forDIR. Table 4
shows the tumormotion and the 3D tumor baseline shift for these patients.

2.6.2. Geometric validation: DDM
The geometric validation of CT-to-CT andCT-to-CBCTDIRwas done using theDDM (Saleh et al 2014), which
has shown to be a good predictor ofDIR precision (Juan-Cruz et al 2021).We used amodified version of the
DDM inwhichwe indirectly registered the planningCT to the breath-holdCT via various in between bins (from
4D-CTor 4D-CBCT), seefigure 2.

Ten deformations pathswere generated between the pCT (initial image) and the breath-hold (BH) scan (end
image), through 4D-CT and/or 4D-CBCT bins. The pCTwas deformed to each of the ten bins, resulting in one
DVFper bin j (DVFp jCT ). Another tenDVFs (DVFj BH )were generated by theDIR of each bin j to the breath-

Figure 2.Methodology forDDMdefinition implemented in this work. A voxel pCT is propagated to a specific location in the breath-
hold scan for each bin j (Pj

BH). Bins can be selected from the 4D-CT or the 4D-CBCT.

Table 4.Peak-to-peak 4D-CT amplitude and 3D tumor
baseline shift for the corresponding treatment fraction for
ten patients

Independent cohort selected forDIR validation

Peak-to-peak amplitude (cm),mean (SD)

Left-right 0.29 (0.15)
Cranio-caudal 2.18 (0.34)
Antero-posterior 0.4 (0.25)
Mean vector length 2.25 (0.32)
Tumor baseline shift (cm),mean (SD)

Left-right 0.14 (0.07)
Cranio-caudal 0.52 (0.24)
Antero-posterior 0.38 (0.22)
Mean vector length 0.69 (0.24)
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hold scan at exhale. Finally, the combination of theseDVFs results in a uniqueDVF per bin j:
DVF DVF .j p jBH CT  Each of these combinedDVFswas applied to each voxel  in the pCT ( ) ,pCT whichwas

propagated to ten different locations (one per bin j) in the BH scan ( )P .j
BH Wedefined theDDMas the standard

deviation over the ten different locations of each propagated voxel, corrected for the number deformations
(assuming normally distributed registration errors, treating each direction independently):

( )
( )

( )
P

DDM
SD

2
. 2p

x y z j
CT

, , 1 10
BH

= = ¼

ForCT-CTmodality the binswere those of 4D-CT, and for CT-CBCT the binswere selected from the 4D-
CBCT. The 3D vector of ( )DDM pCT -denoted as DDM3D—was calculated for each voxel belonging toGTV,
lung, ribs, heart, esophagus, and spinal cord.When 4D-CBCTbinswere selected, only voxels inside the field of
viewwere evaluated.

Thismetric is also useful to incorporate theDIR geometric errors within ETVmargins for eachDIR
technique used (table 3, section 2.5.2). In this context, DIR

CT CTs - and DIR
CT CBCTs - were calculated following the

equation (3):

[ ]
( )

VAR DDM

10
, 3n

DIR
technique 1

10
GTV

technique
ns =

å =

where technique refers toDIR of CT-CT orCT-CBCT, [ ]VAR DDMGTV
technique

n
is the variance of theDDMover

the voxels of theGTV for patient n.

2.6.3. Dosimetric validation: DDM into dosimetric uncertainty
Todeterminewhether the impact ofDIR geometric uncertainties is relevant or not, its dosimetric consequence
was quantified. To this end, the dosemappingmethodwas applied for the patients collected in table 4
consideringDIR geometric errors throughDDMcomputed previously for all of them.We repeatedlymapped
the recalculated dose to the reference anatomy, each time introducing an error in theDVF, in agreementwith
theDDM.The dosimetric impact of CT-CTDIR geometric uncertainties has been previously quantified across
ten 4D-CT studies where it was reasonably small (Vickress et al 2017), but the dosimetric impact of CT-CBCT
DIR (deforming pCT to 4D-CBCT)has not been reported in the literature (Giacometti et al 2020). Therefore, the
dosimetric impact ofDIRwas only assessed for theCT-CBCTDIR technique, based on 4DAcc scenario.

Themethodology steps are presented infigure 3: Per bin, per voxel, a random errorm ( )Errorm is sampled
from the distribution ( ( ))N 0, DDM ,pCT and added to the deformation vectors prior tomapping the dose to

the pCT, resulting in an accumulated error dose distribution D4 .Acc
Errorm This process was repeated 1000 times,

yielding 1000 accumulated error dose distributions. Finally, with a confidence interval width of 95%, the
dosimetric impact ofDIR is defined per voxel as follows:

( ) ( )CIW
SD 4D

3
1.96. 4

m

95%
Acc

1 1000

= ´
= ¼

3. Results

3.1.Dose comparison
As shown infigure 4, we found little dosimetric effect from respiratorymotion. The Interquartile Range (IQR)
and themedian voxel dose differences (scenario 1, 4D 3DRefRef - )were 0.78 Gy and−0.16 Gy respectively. In
contrast, for 3D 3DAcc Ref- (scenario 2, the impact of daily anatomical variations) and 4D 3DAcc Ref- (scenario
3, the impact of daily respiratorymotion and anatomical variations) the IQR andmedian voxel dose differences
were 2.69 Gy, 0.05 Gy and 2.68 Gy,−0.12 Gy, respectively. In fact, scenarios 2 and 3were very similar, as can be
seen froma direct comparison between 4DAcc and 3D :Acc IQR andmedianwere 0.37 Gy and−0.08 Gy
respectively.

3.2. Tumor coverage
ETVmargins were substantially smaller than PTVmargins (supplementarymaterial, table S2). Regarding PTV
and ETVs, the relevant dose differences were found in D ,95D where themedianwas close to 3 Gy for all three
scenarios (figures 5(A)–(C)), whereas the D1D difference was small for all of them. Respiratorymotion
evaluation (figure 5(A)) showed two patients where D95 for ETVwas lower than D95 for PTV, although the
difference ( D95D )was small:−0.5 and−1 Gy respectively. In the daily anatomical variations evaluation
(figure 5(B)) and in the combined effect of respiration and inter-fractionmotion assessment (figure 5(C)) only
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one patient had a negative D ,95D whichwas−4 Gy and−3 Gy, respectively. Dose differences D95D and D1D
were very small in comparison to 3DAcc and 4DAcc (figure 5(D)).

ForGTV, themedian for D99D and D1D was close to 0 Gy, with a IQRbelow 1.6 Gy in all three scenarios
(figures 5(A)–(C)). Dose differences D99D and D1D were negligible for the comparison between 3DAcc and
4DAcc (figure 5(D)).

3.3.Organs at risk
The dosimetric effect of respiratorymotion for theOARswas small, withmedian and IQRbelow 0.8 Gy for all
differences inDVHparameters, (figure 5(A)). These differences increasedwhen daily anatomical variations were
included (figures 5(B), (C)). The largest differences were found in lung ( V5D of 4.18%) and in esophagus
( DmaxD of−3.2 Gy) for scenario 3 (figure 3(C)) and in ribs ( DmaxD of−3.1 Gy) for scenario 2 (figure 5(B)).
Consequently, therewereminimal differences for dosimetric indicators when comparing 3DAcc and 4D .Acc

3.4.DIR validation
The results are shown infigure 6: the geometric validation is shown in panels (a) and (b), whereas panel (c)
represents the dosimetric impact ofDIR errors inCT-CBCT technique. For geometric validation, equation (2)
was applied per voxel and per patient in each anatomical structure, showing that themedian and 75th percentile
was below 2mm (voxel size) for all anatomical volumes, except for the heart inCT-CTDIR (75th
percentile= 3.84 mm,median= 2.62 mm). The 95th percentiles for bothDIR applications are displayed in
table 5, where CT-CBCTmodality showed higher percentiles,mostly in ribs and spinal cord (95th percentiles of
5.13 and 8.00 mm). In general, 95th percentiles for bothmodalities were around 2 mm.

Regarding the dosimetric impact of those errors for CT-CBCTDIR technique, we obtainedCIW95% by
applying equation (4)per voxel and per patient into theGTV andOARs. The violin plots in figure 6 show a
comparison between geometric uncertainty (panel (b)) and its dosimetric impact (panel (c)). The dosimetric
impact was small for all anatomical structures: themedianwas close to 0 in all cases, and the 95th percentile was
below 1.7 Gy in all anatomical volumes (table 5).

Figure 3.Quantifying the dosimetric impact of DIR geometric uncertainties usingDDM.Themethodwas repeated 1000 times to
calculate 1000 accumulated error dose distributions 4DAcc. The standard deviation of these 1000 doses determines the dosimetric
impact (equation (4)). The red line identifies theCBCTfield of view (FOV) and green/purple represent anatomical differences
between 4D-CT and 4D-CBCTbins.
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4.Discussion

In this study, we provide a detailed analysis and extensive validation of the separate and combined dosimetric
effect of periodic respiratorymotion and daily anatomical variations in SBRTof pulmonary lesions for a cohort
of twenty patients. Ourfindings demonstrate that inter-fraction anatomical variations have a larger impact on
the dose distribution than periodic respiratorymotion, therefore 3DMid-positionCBCTbased dose
accumulation is sufficient for treatment evaluation.Moreover, we demonstrated a novel and systematicmethod
to incorporate 4DDIRuncertainty in dosimetric impact quantification, whichwas used to validate the three
scenarios implemented in this work. Lastly, we found that the combined effect of periodic respiration and daily
anatomical variations was smaller than the linear combination of the individual components.

Daily deviations in patient anatomy generally had a larger dosimetric impact than daily periodic respiratory
motion for lung SBRT. This can be explained by the nature of both sources of geometric uncertainty. Periodic
respiratorymotion around theMidP represents a random error and predominantly leads to a blurring of the
dose distribution (Bortfeld et al 2004). Daily anatomical variations on the other hand represent both random
and systematic errors, the latter of which causes a shift of the dose distributionwhich has a bigger impact than
blurring (Sonke et al 2019).Moreover, in SBRTdelivered dose over a limited number of fractions, the day-to-day
random errorsmay not fully blur-out. Note that we have selected patients with large amplitudes and the
majority of patients have a smaller amplitude. Therefore, the dosimetric impact of periodic respiratorymotion
in amore representative groupwould likely be even smaller. These observations imply that to estimate the
delivered dose itmay suffice to only account for daily anatomical changes (figure 1(C)) ignoring periodic
respiratorymotion.Moreover, it can be concluded that to further improve SBRTdelivery robustness, online
adaptive strategies accounting for daily anatomical variationsmay bemore effective than active respiratory
motionmanagement strategies such as gating.

ConcerningDIR accuracy, its validation is necessary for confidence in the dose accumulationmethods
(Samavati et al 2016). In this study, DIR for bothmodalities were extensively validated. Deforming pCT to 4D-
CT (CT-CTDIRmodality, the first scenario, figure 1(B)) for dosemapping and accumulationwas validated in

Figure 4.Violin plots (together with the interquartile range andmedian) of the dose differences per voxel calculated in amaskwithin
the CBCTfield of view per each scenario.
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previous studies (Admiraal et al 2008,Mexner et al 2009, Valdes et al 2017, Azcona et al 2019). Its accuracywas
validated in this study by using amodified version of theDDM (Saleh et al 2014). The highest geometric
uncertainty was found in heart, due to the discrepancy between heartmotion and respiratorymotion during 4D-
CT acquisition, since 4D-CT is based on the respiratory cycle and not the cardiac cycle. Therefore, substantial
artefacts in the heart reconstructionmay exist between respiratory bins, possibly leading to larger deformations.
The dosimetric impact of this DIR techniquewas studied previously (Vickress et al 2017) and the range of dose
uncertainty found to be in the order of 2.5 Gy. For CT-CBCTDIR (second and third scenarios, figures 1(C) and
(D)), DDM for heart had smaller values due to acquisition speed: CBCT is slow, and the reconstruction of bins
will blur out cardiac bins, and thus lead to less erratic deformations. Here, the anatomical structures with the
highest geometric uncertainty were the spinal cord and ribs because of poorCBCT image quality to identify both
anatomical structures.Moreover, ribs and spinal cord extends beyond the FOV.However, the dosimetric
consequences evaluated in tumor andOARswere small, since the largest impact was observed for GTV, lung and
ribs with a 95th percentile dosimetric uncertainty of 1.7, 0.86 and 1.05 Gy respectively. Dose errors fromDIR
inaccuracies willmanifest themselves only at dose gradients. For this reason, althoughDDMreported for spinal
cord inCT-CBCTDIRwas 8.00 mm, the dosimetric impact in absence of dose gradients is negligible (see also

Figure 5.Violin plots (together with the interquartile range andmedian) of the differences inDVHparameters for tumor coverage
(GTVandETV/PTV) andOARs, calculated for each scenario.
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supplementarymaterial - figure S6). OurDDMbased dosimetric impact analysismay be applied on individual
patients and could thus be of clinical value.

Regarding the virtual CT (vCT) creation for dose calculation, we propose tomapHUs frompCT to 4D-
CBCT, although another option could be tomapHUs from4D-CT to 4D-CBCTbetween the corresponding
respiratory bins.We have compared bothworkflows in terms of dose differences and gamma index and they
were small (supplementarymaterial - section 1.1). Therefore, we recommend using the pCT for simplicity. In this
process, we disregard the conservation of tissue densities, as its effect in dose calculationwas negligible
(supplementarymaterial - section 1.2).

Figure 6.Distance discordancemetric (DDM) calculated for bothDIR techniques used in this study: CT-CT (panel (a)) andCT-
CBCT (panel(b)) in gross tumor volume (GTV) andOrgans at Risk (OARs). The bottompanel (c) shows the dosimetric impact of CT-
CBCTDIR errors frompanel (b). Ten patients collected in table 4were included in thisfigure.

Table 5. 95th percentile comparison of distance discordancemetric calculated in tumor and
organs at risk (OARs) for CT-CT andCT-CBCTDIR techniques (first and second column).
The third column shows the 95th percentile about the dosimetric impact of CT-CBCTDIR
errors (second column).

Tumor and organs at risk ( )P mmCT CT
95

- ( )P mmCT CBCT
95

- ( )P GyCT CBCT
95

-

GTV 0.93 1.54 1.67

LUNG 1.86 2.16 0.86

RIBS 1.66 5.13 1.05

HEART 6.26 2.34 0.57

ESOPHAGUS 1.38 2.55 0.29

SPINALCORD 0.16 8.00 1.28
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This study investigated the separate and combined dosimetric effect of periodic respiratorymotion and daily
anatomical variations. It was shown that the combined effect (4DAcc)was considerably smaller than the linear
combination of the individual components (4DRef and 3DAcc). This is consistent with the root-sum-square
combination of sources of geometric uncertainties employed in the vanHerkmargin recipe (VanHerk et al
2000).

Target coveragewas evaluated by comparing theD95 of the PTV and ETV in the planned and accumulated
dose distribution respectively. For a robust assessment, the ETV concept (Azcona et al 2019,Huesa-Berral et al
2021)was integrated in this study adapting theirmargins to each scenario, including the correspondingDIR
technique geometric uncertainty quantified by calculating theDDM.As expected, themedian ETV D95 was
higher than themedian PTV D95 as themargins were designed to provide target coverage for 90%of the patients.
In otherwords, they are ‘too large’ for themajority of patients. ETV D95 was larger than PTV D95 for�90%of
patients for all 3 scenario’s indicating that the planswere sufficiently robust against periodic respiratorymotion
and daily anatomical variations for tumor coverage. Only one patient had a considerably lower accumulated
ETV D95 than planned (−3 and−4 Gy,figures 5(B), (C)), as well as for GTV D99 (−6 and−9 Gy,figures 5(A)–
(C)). The reasonwas that the tumorwas close to anOAR (main bronchus) and a baseline shift towards this
critical structure was observed. Therefore, a residual tumormisalignmentwas accepted during the IGRT
procedure to preventOARoverdosing.

The PTVmargins in this studywere based on theMidP concept instead of themorewidely used Internal
Target Volume (ITV) approach. The ITV approach uses largermargins for periodic respiratorymotionwhile
ITV-to-PTVmargins are often smaller ignoring e.g. delineation variation. Performing our study in a population
treatedwith an ITV approachwould likely confirmourfinding that the dosimetric impact of periodic
respiration is smaller than those daily anatomical variations. In case of small respiratorymotion and
corresponding ITVs (in 1 ormore directions) such studymay alsofindmore underdosage of the ETV than
observed in this study.

An important component of the ETV in this studywas a target delineation uncertainty of 0.2 cm. This
estimatewas based on a target delineation variability study on 4DCTderivedmid-ventilation scans (Peulen et al
2015) In case of 3DCT scans, the target shapemay be distorted due to artifacts associatedwith the interplay of
respiratorymotion andCT imaging (Vedam et al 2003, Ford et al 2003). Therefore, carefulmanagement of
respiratorymotion during treatment preparation to facilitate accurate target definition remains an important
component of 4D-CBCT guided SBRT.

The dosimetric impact of daily anatomical changes and periodic respiratorymotion forOARswere typically
smaller than for the target. For SBRTof peripheral pulmonary lesions,mostOARs are relatively far away and
outside high dose gradients. Consequently, geometrical uncertainties will have limited dosimetric impact. The
lesions are surrounded by the lung but the dosimetric parameters associatedwith pulmonary toxicity such as the
mean lung dose are also quite robust against geometrical uncertainties. The ribs were one of theOARswhere the
dose differences were highest. Here the difference in theDmax over all ribs was reported corresponding to the rib
closest to the high dose region. Consequently, the reportedDmax ismore succeptible to geometrical
uncertainties. Clinically it was not a concern, as the observed dosimetric differences are likely to have a limited
impact on the probability of toxicity (Stam et al 2017).

Dose accumulation over the respiratory cycle has been reported in the literature. Our results are in line with
other studies published, where theirfindings revealed that the dosimetric impact of periodic respirationwas
small in tumor andOARs (Mexner et al 2009, Valdes et al 2017, Admiraal et al 2008, Azcona et al 2019). Although
dose accumulation for inter-fractions variations over a large number of fractions has been reported (Yuan et al
2020,Wang et al 2020), in lung SBRT it has not beenwidely studied. Recently, Karlsson et al (2021) estimated the
delivered dose to the target simulating inter-fraction and periodic breathingmotion errors by dose accumulatios
of shifting the static treatment plan dose distribution. They found that errors due to breathingmotion had a less
impact than setup and IGRT errors, in line with ourfindings. Nevertheless, as they pointed out, the dose shift-
approximation they used is amethodological limitation, since the dose-follows-anatomy paradigm in lungRT
may significantly alter dose distributions.With ourwork, we overcome that limitation. Furthermore,
continuing on the clinical conclusion that inter-fractionmotion dominates over periodic respiration, we have
developed and validated amethod to evaluate unclear cases in clinic.

This study has several limitations.We assumed that both 4D-CT and 4D-CBCT amplitudes are constant
andrepresentative of breathingmotion. Steiner et al (2019) on the other hand, pointed out that both techniques
under-predict lung targetmotion range. Since the impact of breathingmotion is characterized by its standard
deviation rather than its range and plays a secondary role compared to inter-fractionmotion (Rit et al 2012), we
do not expect a significant impact of the observation of Steiner et al. Furthermore, we ignored intra-fraction
drifts during beamdelivery. However, we do not expect an impact on the dose distribution larger than
respiration and/or daily anatomical variations: intra-fractionmotionwas previously analyzed in a large
population revealing small tumor drifts during treatment delivery (below 2mm-voxel size- per axis in both
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systematic and randomerrors) (Rossi et al 2016). Indeed, they quantified a reduction below 0.3 mm in safety
marginswhen intra-fraction drifts wereminimized by approximately 30%. Another limitation in this study is
the limited number of patients included from a single institution.Moreover, we disregarded the interplay effect
between themovement of themultileaf collimator and respiratorymotion in dynamic treatments techniques
(Bortfeld et al 2004), although previous studies showed the interplay effect to be negligible for tumor andOARs
(Huesa-Berral et al 2021, Edvardsson et al 2018). Furthermore, dosemapping in this studywas based on trilinear
interpolation (Chetty andRosu-Bubulac 2019), basically ignoring energy permass conservation.While for
periodicmotion and for short-course RT treatments, where substantial tissue changes are not likely, energy
conservation should be assumed, we expect little effect. However, further studies detailing the effects of energy
permass transfermapping should be considered (Li et al 2014, Siebers andZhong 2008).

5. Conclusion

The dosimetric impact of daily anatomical variations are larger than those of periodic respiratorymotion in
SBRT for pulmonary lesions. Therefore, treatment evaluation and dose-effect studies would benefitmore from
dose accumulation focusing on day-to-day changes than those that focus on respiratorymotion. In this context,
the extensively validatedmethodology we provide based on dose accumulation over the daily 3DMid-position
CBCT is sufficient for treatment assessment. Similarly, adaptive radiotherapy strategies tomitigate the impact of
daily anatomical variations are likelymore effective than respiratorymotionmanagement strategies.
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